PKG Center has paid undergrad internships to in Racial Justice, Health, Tech+Data, and More...

**Racial Justice**

**(NEW) Bennett College**

Bennett College is a small, private, historically Black liberal arts college for women located on a sixty-acre campus in Greensboro, North Carolina. The College is on the verge of reinventing/reimagining itself for the 21st Century. We are doing so in a VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous) environment in the world and on our campus. This is a critical moment requiring a team of people who are willing to dive in and be part of something big, something challenging, something important.

- Digital Art Intern
- Climate Action Plan Intern
- Institutional Data Visualization Intern
- COVID Public Health Data + Research Intern

**Cambridge Health Alliance – Health Equity Research Lab:** [Black Voices 4 Recovery Peer Led Intern](#)

Black Voices: Pathways 4 Recovery is a community-grown, peer-led group of adults seeking expanded treatment and support options for mental health, trauma, and substance use-related challenges. Join their team this Fall to support this interdisciplinary, holistic, and community-led mental health program serving the Black community in Boston!

**Sisters Sharing with a Purpose:** [Web Design + Social Media Engagement Specialist](#)

Sisters Sharing with a Purpose provides services specifically targeting single-mothers and low-income women in Tennessee by providing them an opportunity to connect to resources in the community that they would not otherwise have direct access to. Support their mission by assisting with developing their digital presence and engagement!

**Bronx Cooperative Development Initiative:**

The Bronx Cooperative Development Initiative (BCDI) is a community-led effort to build an equitable, sustainable, and democratic local economy that creates wealth and ownership for low-income people of color—what we call *economic democracy*.

- Digital Marketing Intern
- Organizational and Operational Excellence Intern
- Social Impact Storytelling Intern

**Health**
City of Miami Beach: **COVID Action Recovery Intern**
The Mayor's Office at the City of Miami is seeking an intern to support the city in its COVID-19 recovery action plan. Projects include, but are not limited to: implementation support; business information distribution; public health research; develop marketing strategy targeting consumers; develop public education program; access and evaluate other programs related to economic openings. This is a great experience for students interested in public relations, government, and public health.

MassHealth:
MassHealth is the State’s combined Medicaid program + Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP); Join their Data Integrity team or Accountable Care Organization (ACO) Performance and Reporting team this Fall, applying analytics to support public health.  
[Data Integrity Intern](#)

**Tech + Data**

US Digital Response: **Software Engineering Intern (Unemployment Insurance)**
The Software Engineering Intern will work alongside US Digital Response to integrate data on unemployment and wages, as well as anti-fraud technology. The Intern will play a major role in creating clean, extensible, high quality software to be reviewed by fellow engineers on this team. This is a great opportunity for those looking to apply and develop their computer science and coding skills.

US Digital Response: **Software Engineering Intern (Storefront)**
The Software Engineering Intern will work alongside US Digital Response to support various technical aspects of providing a free and customizable virtual storefront for organizations to sell or donate goods to their communities. The Intern will create complex inventory display; understand, implement, and deploy partner requests for customized code; measure the impact of deployments.  

World Education: **Innovation in Closing Digital Divides Project Support**

MA Probation Reentry Service: **Data Analyst Intern**
The Data Analyst Intern will collect data from a wide range of sources; analyze this data in conjunction with the Statewide Manager for Reentry Services to understand outputs and correlate them with outcomes; produce a report that summarizes the successes and challenges of the first year of operation.

Re-Plate: **Software Engineering Intern**
As a Software Engineering Intern at Replate, you will be responsible for the implementation of new features and improvements to the Replate web app. This includes sign up, the donor dashboard, the recipient dashboard, and internal tooling for the Operations Team. This is an
opportunity to be a core part of the technological course of a mission-driven organization and immediately see the positive impact your projects have on your community and the world.

**City of Tucson:** Urban Analytics Intern

The Urban Analytics Intern will: Compile metrics from multiple city departments to track progress against benchmarks defined in City’s General Plan (i.e. sustainability metrics, demographics, infrastructure investments, etc.); Develop creative data visualizations to engage public and make information more understandable; Explore use of Qlik or other systems to compile data to provide guidance for City and departmental policy changes and to allow for real-time reporting to the public; Help build 3D model of downtown as well as other corridors and areas of the city using ArcUrban

**Other**

**Jou Novo:** Operations and Strategy Intern

The Operations and Strategy Intern will use strategic analysis regarding plans and protocols to expand and improve our micro loan program to catalyze and support sustained community economic growth; construct a fundraising and volunteer management strategy and systems upgrades, including plans to more effectively leverage and link CRM, website, social media assets; research and present potential partnerships the Jou Nouvo can pursue with other developing economy economic development entities.

**Boston Network for International Development:** Storytelling and Analytics Intern

The Storytelling + Analytics Intern develops and manages our storytelling efforts, including our blog, social media and website. The Intern will use analytical skills to monitor and propose strategies to increase our audience and readership, take the lead on data analysis and research when it comes to engagement, and develop new stories to promote BNID’s international development and global justice work.

**MBTA (3 positions):**

The MBTA is the largest transit agency in Massachusetts. Apply your talents in three different positions with MBTA this summer, assisting in virtual public involvement, a multi-year improvement fare project, and a new fare collection system.

Virtual Community Engagement Intern
Fare Inspection Design Intern
Fare Policy Review and Synthesis Intern

**World Wildlife Fund:**

World Wildlife Fund (WWF), one of the world’s leading conservation organizations seeks interns to join their efforts in climate change alleviation, sustainability, and alternative energy renewal. This is also a great opportunity to work closely with a MIT alum!

Infrastructure and Engineering Analysis for Agricultural Innovation Intern
Miami-Dade County: Climate Resilience Hub Architect
The Climate Resilience Hub Architect Intern will assist in design and execution of online data-driven hub on ArcGIS for the Resilient305 Strategy – Greater Miami & the Beaches. This cloud-based platform will be an opportunity to share open data, interact with users, and to provide progress updates on action items in the Resilient305 Strategy with local governments and the community at large.

City of Tucson: Business Analyst Intern
The City of Tucson is currently transitioning from a set of outdated software systems into a new technological reality. The central portion of this project is the design, configuration, testing, and implementation of a software system (EnerGov) to manage dozens of types of permit, plan, and license application. There are multiple components of this project such as (1) building workflows that support improvement in business processes, (2) assessing and transferring some portion of decades of accumulated data from the legacy systems into the new consolidated system, and (3) developing interfaces between the EnerGov system and other application that handle financial interactions, document management, and reporting.

Women of the World Endowment (3 positions):
Women of the World Endowment (WoWE) is a disruptive innovator in the gender empowerment landscape that is raising a $5B endowment to support its vision of the conscious empowerment of women and girls and the communities they empower.
Gender Lens Investing Research Intern
Gender Lens Investor Curriculum Intern

Newburgh Community Land Bank: Community Mapper/Developer
The Community Mapper/Designer will design & develop a map of NCLB’s properties and projects as an interactive digital and/or printed interface that showcases the work accomplished by our organization for the last 8 years. The goal is to leverage individual stories, before/after imagery, and tangible data for each property to illustrate the impact we’ve had on the neighborhood.

Open Avenues Foundation: Measurement and Evaluation Intern